
STUDENT SUPPLY LIST - 2D-3D ENAMELING

PATRICIA NELSON

Materials, tools supplies or ideas that students should bring to the workshop:

1.   Copper shapes if possible - 18-22 gauge. there should be copper available through Allcraft, 
but students can certainly bring their own. I will bring some 22 gauge copper for fold forming.

2.   Any enamels students might have, both transparents and opaques, old Leaded Thompson or 
newer unleaded Thompson 9 or anything else).

3.   Small scissors

4.   Optivisor or other vision aids if needed. It's very important you be able to see clearly!

5.   Notebook or sketchbook

6.   Selection of small paintbrushes, including #2/0 or so (very small)

7.   Plastic palette, the kind that has cupped depressions and a lid. These are easily available at 
most art supply stores.

8.   Preval sprayer or baby bottle sprayer available at Lowes, Menards, etc.

9.   Dusk Mask

10.  Designs, drawings, photos, etc. to be used as image material

11. Stencil material - can be cut paper, stiff fabric, lace,  screening, paper doilies, etc. I will bring 
some, but students should bring a supply of their own.

12. Jeweler's saw-frame and blades, wax, etc. #0 and #1 are good size blades. Bench pin - clamp-
on only. 

13. Jewelry files - an assortment of your favorites

14.  Your basic and favorite jewelry making tools, such as round, chain, flat-nose pliers, good 
flush cutters, a scribe, calipers, hammers, small portable steel bench block, ring clamp, etc. Basic
bench tools!!!!!!

OPTIONAL

1.   Any oxides, painting enamels, etc.



2.   Silver or gold foil

3.   Fine silver sheet or cloisonne wire

4.   Enamel sifters if you have some. Not essential, but saves time if you don't have to share. 

5.   Mallets/hammers if you do not want to use the ones in the studio

6.   Dapping and chasing tools

7.  Old file folders and paper punches in fun shapes for stencils.


